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D E S I G N E Y E JOHN HAINES SPENT THE F IRST 10 YEARS OF HIS L IFE IN KUALA LUMPUR.

Born to parents who moved to Southeast Asia as missionaries, Haines followed their humanitarian

influence as an adult—his chosen profession of ophthalmology often leading him to Thailand,

Cambodia and Vietnam to offer aid. So when he purchased a deforested plot of land in Lincoln

City, Oregon, he envisioned building a home that would reflect his international exposure and

accommodate his staff, which, for the 16 years prior, he’d been housing in hotels every time

they traveled from his main office in Eugene to a second clinic in Newport.
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A kindred connection led Haines to architect Robert D. Hermanson, owner

of the self-titled firm in Depoe Bay, who, as it turned out, had served on

the faculty at the University of Utah, where Haines completed his  

residency. “I liked his ideas and his sense of lighting, design and angles,”

recalls the homeowner, who expressed a desire for a casita concept, where

guest rooms serve as extensions of the house and are connected as pods.

Hermanson expanded on the idea, designing the main living spaces in one

wing and, in another, self-contained, loft-like bedrooms. “It’s an ancient

type of house you see all over the world in countries where a group of

rooms clusters around an enclosed space,” says Hermanson, who also

designed a tall structure in the courtyard as a contemporary homage to

medieval towers that marked hilltop villages in Italy.

ART WALK

Head of Lokesvara and Head of Buddha

sculptures from Artisans d’ Angkor were

acquired by owner John Haines on his

travels to the Far East. The gallery

space connects the two wings of the

house that separate the main living

spaces from the bedrooms.

WINDOW SEAT
In the dining room, Four H ands leather chairs
surround a Swaim Furniture table from Parker
Furniture. A  Baker cabinet pulls colors from the
abstract portrait of the owner’s wife, Joy H aines,
by Adam G rosowsky. 
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CLEAN CUT

A Precedent sofa, Knoll Barcelona chairs and

a lamp from P.H. Reed form a conversation

area in the living room around a cocktail

table by Stone International. A Momeni

area rug from Parker Furniture adds color

along with artwork from The Freed Gallery

and Lawrence Gallery Salishan. Slate tiles

from Intrepid Marble and Granite cover

the floors and climb the fireplace surround.
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OFF THE GRID
Kitchen barstools from the owners’ collection
pull up to a poured concrete countertop from
Absolute ConcreteWorks beneath a dropped alu-
minum grid ceiling by Armstrong. Cabinetry by
Pioneer 32 houses appliances from Basco
Builder’s Appliance Supply Company. 
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The courtyard, which protects the home from the marine environment

and inclement weather, was paramount to the overall goal of the house.

Landscape architect Steven Koch, of Koch Landscape Architecture in

Portland, deftly played upon the home’s location overlooking the Pacific

Ocean and Siletz Bay. He designed a Japanese-inspired garden using

crushed granite that suggests white sand beaches, and a modern inter-

pretation of a gabion wall using stainless steel mesh and glass whose

color, when backlit at night, recalls an ocean wave just before it crests.

“That wall grew out of the fact that the owner is an optical surgeon; I

knew that visual stimulus and light play would be important,” Koch says.

The courtyard also acts as a backdrop for sculpture and gatherings both

intimate and large-scale; Haines recently welcomed 150 revelers when he

married his wife, Joy.

To prepare their home for the celebration, the couple called upon interior

designer Susan Putman, of Susan Putman, ASID Interior & Landscape

Design in Roseburg, who brought in neutral fabrics and furnishings to create

a cohesive feel between the understated décor and Haines’ eclectic art. “The

view is the star, and the natural materials in the house lend themselves to

working with the landscape,” Putman says. The subdued palette also allows

the architectural elements to shine: Inverted steel trusses support a

bow-shaped ceiling lined with white cedar in the living room, concrete

masonry lays just so to form a subtle curve in the wall of sliding glass doors,

and a dropped aluminum grid adds a floating element to the kitchen.

The contemporary materials were matched with modern technology, giving

the house a sophisticated, 21st-century appeal. So motorized shades and

radiant floor heating maintain an even temperature, and “they have a

computerized Crestron system with cameras that reveal the entry gate
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BLUE LAGOON

Mosaic tiles by Pratt & Larson 

recall the ocean in the master bath,

which features a glass splashguard 

and countertop by Lincoln Glass. 

A vanity by Pioneer 32 supports 

a Duravit sink from Keller Supply

Company. A Forecast sconce from

Globe Lighting lights the space.

LOFTY PURSU I TS

The master suite consists of a sleeping

area overlooking the ocean and Siletz

Bay, a loft looking in on the courtyard,

and an adjoining dressing room and

master bath. The sleigh bed and bench

are by Baker from Parker Furniture;

the round bedside table is from

Rubenstein’ s Home Collection.
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and see a quarter-mile down the driveway and throughout the house,”

says builder Mel Garges, co-owner and manager of Gemstone Builders in

Eugene, who collaborated with fellow owner and supervisor Eric Garges.

But, as high-tech and aesthetically avant-garde as the home may be, the

design team took careful measures to heal the environment and blend

the house with its surroundings: Koch researched and developed an eco-

logical restoration strategy for the barren land using plantings of sword

ferns, huckleberry and shore pines. 

And, though the architecture of the house uses contemporary, geometric

forms, the earthy slate flooring and unusual materials like stainless steel

fasciae and gutters, corrugated galvanized metal and a standing seam

metal roof offer muted shades of gray that won’t compete with Oregon’s

atmosphere. “There are times I go out in the courtyard, when the sun is about

10 degrees off the horizon and a full moon is coming over the hills, and enjoy

the magical collection of nature,” says Haines. “It is breathtaking.” L


